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Abstract
The following is an exploration into the structure of the Monist theology and
cosmological philosophy of the ancient Celtic Druids, focusing especially on
the four lines attributed to the Four Masters. Again, for this endeavor, is the
need to gather the Celtic material and compare it to the related IndoEuropean data. Whilst the focus on the foundational mythological theme of
the four primordial master poet teachers found in the many Indo-European
traditions comparable to those of the Celts. Much of the material gathered
here consists mainly of French documents and letters which I had collected
over the decades and which needed a translation. The main sources for this
study consist of Celtic scholars which I was in contact with. These were the
distinguished linguist Joseph Monard, and Serj Pinault, artist and
contributing author of Ialon – Clairière, the Celtic and druidical studies
bulletin based in Britany, France.
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The Four Druid-Masters
On the Gauls, Diodorus Siculus mentions that “when they meet together they
converse with few words and in riddles, hinting darkly at things for the most part and
using one word when they mean another; and they like to talk in superlatives, to the end
that they may extol themselves and depreciate all other men. They are also boasters and
threateners and are fond of pompous language, and yet they have sharp wits and are not
without cleverness at learning.”1
This description of general Gallic discourse holds even truer for the druids who were the
first and foremost pedagogues of the aristocracy and the common folk. He goes further
on to mention in his commentaries that “Philosophers, as we may call them, and men
learned in religious affairs are unusually honored among them and are called by them
Druids.”
In short, what Diodorus affirms is important if we are to better understand the druidical
institutions and lines of traditional initiation in that:
1. The Gauls converse with few words and in riddles,
2. They are not without cleverness at learning, and
3. As philosophers, their druids learned in religious affairs are held in great honor.
So what was this philosophy and what were these religious teachings transmitted by the
druids and how was this institutionalized? From a careful exegesis of the Celtic matter, it
becomes clear that the druids claimed their teaching from legendary druid masters
traditionally referred to as the Four Masters.
The theme of the Four Evangelists, namely Mathew, Mark, Luke, and John, to which
each was attributed a symbol and a scripture of the New Testament, undoubtedly finds its
origins in pre-Christian theology. This being that early Christians proselytizing in
Europe, such as the Greek Saint Irenaeus of Lyon (born in Smyrna 120 – died in
Lugdunum ca. 202 CE), was drawing on the dominant cultural acquisitions of Antiquity.
Although refuting the prevalent heresies of the day such as Apollinarism, Arianism, and
Manicheism, it was Gnosticism that was most opposed in Gaul by missionaries such as
Irenaeus. If the Greek term gnōsis2 meant “wisdom, and knowledge,” in Antiquity, it
carried altogether another esoteric meaning for Christians. At its base, Indo-European
religion was a wisdom cult. The word gnōsis finds its cognate in the Sanskrit vidya3. A
word which originally expressed an ambient, all-encompassing conscience of self, a part
of the rational discourse, thus allowing the resolution of speculative, philosophical,
physical, and theological problems. On the other hand, the Christian interpretation of the
term was that of a purely blissful intuitive mental approach, transcending reason and
physical condition, hence, inherently leading to eventual eschatological salvation.
St. Irenaeus of Lyons in Adversus Haereses, “Against Heresies,” argued that:
"It is not possible that the Gospels can be either more or fewer in number than they
are. For, since there are four zones of the world in which we live, and four principal
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winds, while the Church is scattered throughout all the world, and the “pillar and
ground” of the Church is the Gospel and the spirit of life; it is fitting that she should
have four pillars, breathing out immortality on every side, and vivifying men afresh.4
This conception is explainable by the fact that Irenaeus had spent the latter part of his life
spreading the Gospel in Gaul in the city of Lugudunon (Lyons) where he died. At that
time, Lugudunon (Latinized as Lugdunum), was the Roman administrative capital of the
Gallic provinces governed by the Concilium Trium Galliarum, or “council of the three
Gauls,” and which comprised of Aquitania, Celtica, and Belgica. From around 742 CE,
this Gallo-Roman assembly was overseen from the chair of the high priest called the
Uercondaridubnos in Gallic. As Joseph Monard suspected, when looking at Roman
governance, one is to expect that this body was in turn administrated through a college of
four elected members referred to in Gallic as the petruuiroi. This being the Gallic version
of the Roman senatorial title called the quattuorviri, literally “the four men.” These were
the senators of municipalities and of colonial centers. At the time of the Roman Republic
(509 – 27 BCE), all matters of religion were placed under the supervision of the Senate.
As the French scholars Fustel de Coulanges and Camille Jullian argued, it is not at all
certain if the city of Lugudunon hosted celebrations to the god Lugus, as was the case in
Teltown, Ireland on Lugnasad, but rather were hosting strictly Roman imperial religious
observances. Nevertheless, as Guyonvarc’h and Le Roux noted in Les fêtes celtiques, it is
more than likely, due to the importance that Lyon always had as a religious center, that
the Romans had assimilated the Celtic games into the Imperial cult. This council of the
three Gauls should therefore not be confused with the one held on the Carnuti national
territory for the druids’ assembly as Caesar had reported in his War Commentaries.
Moreover, the cosmography outlined by Irenaeus draws heavily on Greek, if not Celtic,
symbolism. For example, this included the four cardinal points and their winds, as well as
the pillar, represented the setting sun’s reflection over large bodies of water. And indeed,
the Coligny calendar does identify Cantlon, the pillar of commemoration, as the buckling
point for the sun’s annual progress. In classical Greek and Roman mythologies, for each
of the winds of the four corners, corresponded a god. These personified winds were
called Venti in Latin and Anemoi in Greek. Breath and divine words were expunged by
one of the expressions of the triune Supreme God through their master priests, poets, and
seers. It was the Bhrama for the Indians, Zeus for the Greeks, Jupiter for the Romans,
Dagda for the Irish, Esus for the Gauls, and Woden or Odin for the Teutonics and
Scandinavians. Under dark skies, the Germanic gods, Donar and Thor were both cognates
of the Gallic Taranis all expressing a more conflicting stormy aspect of this entity.
On the subject of winds in Brythonic lore, the Welsh bard Taliesin did pose the question
in his lyrical fashion. And from what Taliesin infers, the question seems clear for the
initiate to answer:
It has been considered in books, how many winds, how many streams, how many
streams, how many winds? How many rivers in their courses, how many rivers there
are? The earth, what its breadth, or what it's thickness? Awen5!
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The Welsh term Awen, used here by Taliesin, was taken by the exegetes of the Williams’
Barddas as a pagan equivalent for the Biblical Amen. In fact, Awen, from the Old Celtic
Auentia, “Divine Inspiration,” was the Brythonic Muse of poets and bards, comparable to
Polyhymnia, the Greek Muse of sacred poetry, and thus connoting the paronymous deity
Euentia, “the rightful, one of rectitude, and justice.” Her father was Tydain Tad Awen6,
the first sage, the wisest of the wise, and in later Christian syncretic interpretation, was
equated to the Holy Spirit.

The winged horse Pegasus with the biconstellation of Pegasus Square and
Andromeda. The glyphs on top probably
represent the main stars of Pegasus and
Andromeda (□ = Pegasus, ˄ =
Andromeda?).
A Celtic silver Tetradrachm of the second
to first Centuries BCE, imitating a silver
Tetradrachm of Philip II of Macedonia
dating from 359 to 336. NGC Ancients:
Celtic Copycats, 2016; URL:
https://www.ngccoin.com/news/article/52
85/

A British variant of the Philip II coin. The
crowned head with a laurel branch in the
background is thought to represent Queen
Boudicca. Notice the four stared diamond
below the horse.
Silver coin of the Celtic Iceni kingdom,
first century CE. Anthony Wilson
professional numismatist, York coins,
2019; URL:
https://www.vcoins.com/en/stores/york_coi
ns-170/world-coins/Default.aspx?#!/Home

Also of interest in Taliesin, in The Raid on the Otherworld, is the name of a mythical
fortress called Caer Pedryvan.
Am I not a candidate for fame, if a song is heard?
In Caer Pedryvan, four its revolutions; in the first word from the cauldron when
spoken, from the breath of nine maidens, it was gently warmed.
Is it not the cauldron of the chief of Annwvn? (…)
In Caer Pedryvan, in the isle of the strong door?
The twilight and pitchy darkness were mixed together.7
Here again, these Welsh names need clarification. Caer is from the Old Celtic Catera,
“fortress, citadel,” and Petruvan is from Petrubannonos, “four-cornered.”
In Taliesin’s poem, “Caer Pedryvan” is to be taken for Pegasus Square and the “isle of
the strong door,” which no doubt alludes to Andromeda.
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In late October, coinciding with the Celtic feast of Samonios (Irish Samhain), Pegasus is
crossing near the Meridian along with the other rapidly regressing summer constellations
such as Cepheus, Aquarius, and Grus. At this time, Pegasus is observed to the south of
Cepheus as a great square marked by the brightest stars of Pegasus accompanied by the
alpha star of Andromeda. In Breton astronymy, the Winged Horse was called Marzhin
(Welsh Myrddyn < Moridunios, “mariner, Merlin”). Pegasus went by the names of
Marc’h (< marcos “horse”) in Breton and March Lyr (< marcos Leronos, “the horse of
Lyr”) in Welsh. The rising of Pegasus marks the arrival of spring. In Greece, it coincides
with the occurrence of vernal rainstorms. Merlin’s association with Pegasus is here more
than interesting. This could very well be a reminiscence of Myrddyn as master-seer of
Caer Pedryvan. Indeed, in the Yellow Book of Lecan, the chapter entitled The Four
Jewels of the Tuatha Dé Danann8, there is this line: Semiath (was) in Murias, the fortress
of pinnacles.

In The Barddas of Iolo Morganwg, other constellations bearing the name of Caer are
listed, these include: Caer Arianrod, The Citadel, or Castel, of Arianrod (Northern
Crown), Caer Gwydion (Milky Way or Galaxy), The Castle of Gwydion, Llys Don,
“The Palace of Don,” Caer Eiddionydd, “The Castle of Eiddionydd,” Caer Sidi, “The
Castle of Sidi.” It is more than an educated guess that the Irish islands of the North
correspond to the main stars of Pegasus Square.
Also noteworthy are the details surrounding the Irish mythological cycle of the godly
Tuatha Dé Danann from the islands of the North along with the monstrous Fomoire of the
recesses of the Ocean which essentially agree with those of the Greek gods, Pegasus9, and
the giants of the Hesperides.
Herewith is the Homeric mythological drama surrounding Pegasus (Homer’s Theogony,
lines 270 to 305):
And again, Ceto bore to Phorcys the fair-cheeked Graiae, sisters grey from their birth:
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and both deathless gods and men who walk on earth call them Graiae, Pemphredo
well-clad, and saffron-robed Enyo, and the Gorgons who dwell beyond glorious Ocean
in the frontier land towards Night where are the clear-voiced Hesperides, Sthenno, and
Euryale, and Medusa who suffered a woeful fate: she was mortal, but the two were
undying and grew not old. With her lay the Dark-haired One (Poseidon) in a soft
meadow amid spring flowers. And when Perseus cut off her head, there sprang forth
great Chrysaor and the horse Pegasus who is so-called because he was born near the
springs of Ocean; and that other, because he held a golden blade in his hands. Now
Pegasus flew away and left the earth, the mother of flocks, and came to the deathless
gods: and he dwells in the house of Zeus and brings to wise Zeus the thunder and
lightning. But Chrysaor was joined in love to Callirrhoe, the daughter of glorious
Ocean, and begot three-headed Geryones. Him mighty Heracles slew in sea-girt
Erythea by his shambling oxen on that day when he drove the wide-browed oxen to
holy Tiryns and had crossed the ford of Ocean and killed Orthus and Eurytion the
herdsman in the dim stead out beyond glorious Ocean. And in a hollow cave she bore
another monster, irresistible, in no wise like either to mortal men or to the undying
gods, even the goddess fierce Echidna who is half a nymph with glancing eyes and fair
cheeks, and half again a huge snake, great and awful, with speckled skin, eating raw
flesh beneath the secret parts of the holy earth. And there she has a cave deep down
under a hollow rock far from the deathless gods and mortal men. There, then, did the
gods appoint her a glorious house to dwell in: and she keeps guard in Arima beneath
the earth, grim Echidna, a nymph who dies not nor grows old all her days.
Hesiod.10
…And he, Pegasus, dwells in the house of Zeus and brings to wise Zeus the thunder and
lightning.
The imagery gleaned from Taliesin concerning the four corned citadels brings us back
again to the site of the Gallo-Roman citadel of Lugdunum with the four winds and the
four corners tying in with the Petruuiroi and the Four Masters.
As early as 1893, French military officer and epigrapher Capitaine Émile Espérandieu, in
a paper entitled Musée de Périgueux, inscriptions antiques, exposes the Gallic Petrucori
during one of their devotional episodes. Herewith are the details (author’s translation
from French):
A recall on the Petrucores for whom were erected statues at the confluence of the
Saone and Rhône Rivers.
(Is there noticed a) dedication by a Petrucori, a priest at the altar of the three Gauls to
Tutela Vesunna and Apollo Gobledulitavus at the confluence of the Saone and the
Rhone; (hence funding) repairs to the temple of the goddess and public baths
depending on it. De Taillefer informs us that the following inscription was found, in
the month of December 1820, at the site of an old tower. The stone that carries it is
today in the Museum.
[Tulelae Aug(ustae)] et deo Apollini
Cobledulitavo. ftf(arclls) Pompeius, G(aÙ) Pompei(i) Sancti sacerdot(is) Arensis
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fil(ius), Quir(ina, tribu), Lih[o], sacerdos Arensis, qui templum dea[e] Tulelae et
thermo[s] public(as), utraq(ue) op[era] vetustate collah[sa], sua pecunia
res[t(ituit)]. V(oliiiii) s(olvit) 1(ihens) iii(ei,ilo).
“To Tutèle Augustus and to the god Apollo Cobledulitavus. He, Marcus Pompeius
Libo, from the Quirina tribe, priest at the altar (of the Confluent), son of Gaius
Pompeius Sanctus, priest of the same altar, has with his money, rebuilt the temple of
the goddess Tutèle including the public baths, this one (construction) along with the
other had fallen into neglect. He did so with gratitude and in fulfillment of his wish.”11
As hinted, this epithet of Cobledulitavus12 was a Gallic equivalent of the Greek Apollo
Lukeios, the god of wolves, of instruction and of foreknowledge, but more specifically,
the spirit of destructive wintery winds and of vast open windy spaces.
Tutela Vesunna
Tutela, Latin for “protection, tutelage, care, defense, safeguard, trust, ward, watch, etc...”
Uesunna / Uesuna, Gallic name for, “excellent,” connoting uesunna “excellent water.”
Uesuna was the titular goddess of the Petrucorii people and also the name of their
national capital (now Vésone, France).
Then further on in the same text, Espérandieu gives the following comment on the
Petrucorii (author’s English translation):
The Petrucorii were registered in the Quirina tribe. They were administered by the
Duumvirs, which indicates a Roman city and were represented at the national altar of
the Confluence of the Saone and the Rhone by delegates who, according to custom,
had to have met all the requirements for the duty of municipal honors, including
perhaps admittance in the body of Flamines. Two of them, the father and the son, are
made known through the inscription of Lyon. Both had the presidency of an assembly
and were honored with a statue set in the vicinity of the altar.13
This comment raises many more questions which hopefully may yield an answer as to the
true identity of the Petrucorii. The mention of the Quiriia tribe by Espérandieu, much
like Duumvir14, was the Latin denomination quirinis for a simple Roman citizen. The
Quirites were private Roman citizens corresponding to our notion of the bourgeoisie.
Quirinus, feminine Quirina, was the name given to Romulus after his death and a
surname of Janus. In Rome, the Quirinalia festival of mid-February just followed the
Lupercalia in honor of Romulus on Mont Quirinal, mons Quirinalis. This was the tribe
from which the Flamen Quirinalis, the high-priest of the Dioscuri god Quirinus was
recruited. Therefore, if the “Petrucorii were registered in the Quirina tribe,” this means
that they enjoyed the privileges of Roman citizenship and that from their ranks were
recruited, bona fide priests.
Indeed, the picture painted by the Lugdunum, Rhone-Saone confluence dedication is one
of a confident Gallic priesthood well absorbed and integrated into the Roman religion.
But in afterthought, was this really the case? If we are to look closer, it rather implies that
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the Gallic priests administered by the Duumvirs were acting independently under their
own college of four, the Petruuiroi senators of the Petrucorioi15 people. What were these
four ensigns? The best examples that come to mind are those found in Celtic art, on the
Gundestrup cauldron, and in Gallic coinage in particular.

A scene from the Gundestrup cauldron. Notice the crests of the helmets worn by the
four horsemen: the first helmet on the left is rimmed by a half-circle or a solar orb with
an eye, the second with bull horns, the third topped with a boar and lastly, the fourth
with a bird, most likely a raven. The raven represents Lugus = Mercury; the boar,
Teutates = Mars; the bull, Taranis; the sun orb, Belenos = Apollo; and the snake is
probably Segomo, alias Ogmios = Herakles.
On the reverse side of the first coin in the following illustration, in a clockwise motion,
are represented two opposing dandelion buttons for the sun gods, Belenos and Suliuia, a
dovetail bow for the mercurial god Lugus, and right-handed battle-ax for the martial god
Teutates, if not Esus, the master pruner.
And on the second coin, in the first quarter are found a torque, a crescent, and a bird. The
bird most likely symbolizes the Celtic Mercury, Lugus. In the second quarter is a
flywheel in allegory of the sun god Belenos. In the third quarter, a star disc or circle
representing Venus, the morning star, that is, Sirona. And finally, in the fourth quarter is
a battle-ax for Mars, alias Teutates or Toutatis. The ax can also be taken as a symbol for
the cutting of time cycles as it is also found in the iconography surrounding Esus felling
the world tree.
Since the early Indo-European notion of time was cyclical in nature, it is natural that the
quarters of the coin are the spaces between the spokes of the solar wheel. This
explanation should not be taken lightly since it is a central theme in the old cosmography.
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Jean Haudry explains the four-part yearly cycle as follows:
More generally, the correspondence observed between the parts of the 24-hour day and
of the three seasons of the year (day and summer; night and winter; “aurorae” and
spring), is a correspondence which gives meaning to the union of Zeus the Sky (Io-ur)
and of the Fine season (Hé-ra) yielding the English year, and the German Jahr. Both
of these mean "year," hence indicating a familiarity with the circumpolar realities and
which are also attested by the compound notional expression of “crossing the waters
of winter darkness.” The Scandinavian tale of the giant mason who asked as salary, the
Sun, the Moon, and the goddess Freyja, the Aurora of the year, has been compared to
the Greek legend of the first destruction of Troy. Both themes express fear of an
eternal wintery night without sun, moon, or dawn. This set of cosmological concepts
dates back to a very ancient period of the linguistic and ethnic community, and thus to
Mesolithic or Paleolithic culture where life was precarious and depended heavily on
the cycle of seasons.16
Silver Drachmas of the Petrucorii

Left: cropped Alexandrine head of young Apollo showing curls; right: crossed disc
with floral suns, dovetailed Mercury symbol and battle-ax, 2nd century BCE. Digital
engraving from a photo by CGB numismatique, Paris, https://www.cgb.fr/
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Left: Alexandrine head of young Apollo; crossed disc with torque and ear-shaped
symbol (bird?), a four spoked wheel, battle-ax and astral symbol (luminary or star?),
1rst century BCE. Digital engraving after a photo from CGB numismatique, Paris,
https://www.cgb.fr/
The Gallic Database
Concerning the possibility of pan-Celtic mythonyms for the Irish Four Masters, Monard
was able to attest to the validity of most of the names of these four17. Here is what he
wrote to me concerning the continental Celtic attestations for their personal names:
Esras does not stem from the Hebrew proper name Ezra (from ezer, “help” and -yah, a
truncated form of Yahweh “God”) and can be easily explained away as Celtic. Esdrios
is well attested in Gallo-Roman epigraphy and stems from the Old Celtic *esdra, for
“manner, means, and opportunity seized.” Its –as ending seems to result from –atis, a
suffix used to qualify function and agent names along the lines of Tout-atis. In all
logic, Esras must have evolved from an earlier *Esdratis.
For Morfesa, the name Marouesos does not in its entirety appear in continental
epigraphy. However, the two elements maro- and –uesos are quite commonly found.
Personal names demonstrating the adjectival components maro- / moro- and –maros /
-moros can be noticed in names such as Atepomaros, Maro, Maroboduos,
Mogetimaros, Momoros Marouios, etc., and –uesos / ueso- is found in Bellouesos,
and Sigouesos, etc..
Semias does not derive either from a Biblical original such as Shem, or Jacob
(Séamus < Iacobus), as many have proposed. Semios is also a name attested in GalloRoman epigraphy, which upstream, from Semias, permits a reconstructed form along
the lines of *Semiatis seems likely.
For the etymology of Uiscia there is no direct ancient epigraphic attestation, except for
a continental Celtic derivative spelled Iscittos. On the other hand, we do have an
attested Uiscios, which would then make it possible to propose an etymon upstream of
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Uiscias in the form of *Uisciatis since the Goidelic forms have evolved in Gaelic
yielding uisge / uisce, for “water,” same as for the Anglicized version of whiskey >
whiskey.
In short, this collection of continental personal names is only partial and does not allow
us to conclude to a pan-Celtic model for these mythonyms. Although the Four Masters
are not found in the Welsh mythological material, this diehard theme does resurface in
later French folklore.
Indeed, traces of this mythological theme can be found in the oral traditions of the Gallic
peoples, and of the French-Canadians in particular.18 For instance, the folktale entitled
Conte des quatre hurlots, or Les quatre fins, is a good example for the case of the
survival of Gaulish mythology in folklore. As a reminder, the oral tradition of the FrenchCanadians was in great part inherited from the Gallo-Roman (if not the Gaulish) and
Breton cultures, and to a lesser degree from the Franks and the Normans, with little
borrowing from outside sources other than the classical ones.
In the French Canadian folktale of Les quatre Fins, or Quatre hurlots, there are four wise
sorcerers embodying the cardinal winds. The French name “fin” comes from the Latin
finis, meaning “end, finality, accomplished, completed, fine, delicate, and tender,” while
hurlot stands for “howler.” This same definition was given to the Hindu Rudras again
called “howlers.” Likewise, in French, “fin,” carries the meaning of “fine, accomplished,
sharp-witted, and wise,” and is synonymous with the Irish name fios (< fis, fius < uesos
“knowing”). In these stories, these are characters of great finesse and insight. In the West
of France (Berry, Poitou, Upper Britany, Vendée), the name “fin” defines a person who is
steeped in knowledge, a connoisseur of witchcraft, and one who knows of the hidden
secrets of nature.
In these stories, the four Fins or four Hurlots are depicted as young soothsayers, heroic
magicians and crafty guardians of the enclosed garden of the King of the World. They
represent the dwarf P'tit-Jean, a folk version of the Gaulish god Esus. The oldest of the
four is called Fin Devineur, the second, Fin Voleur, the third, Fin Tireur, and the
youngest, Fin Ramancheur. Needless to mention that the motifs surrounding these
characters belong to a much older Indo-European mythological mindset and recall other
older recounts. The Irish story of the Na trí Fothaid, “The three Fothads,” comes to mind
(in Cóir Anmann, “Fitness of Names,” paragraph 220) when considering their attributes:
Three Fothads, that is, three fó-suithi, i.e. good offsprings, were they. Or Fothaidh,
i.e. fotha suith 'foundation of offspring' were they, being Fuinche's firstborn.
Or Fothaidh, i.e. fo thaidhe 'by stealth', i.e. surreptitiously Mac niad, that is, Mac con
begat them on Fuinche daughter of Bénne Brit, king of Britain. Or Fothaidh, that
is fi 'evil', aed 'fire', i.e. a virulent fire were they, destroying clans and kindreds.
Or Fothaidh, i.e. fó-thádi, good thefts are they, for every [illicit] copulation is a theft.
Thence the wizard then said: "Welcome the theft whence the trio sprang thus."
Wherefore (the name) Fothaidh clave to them.19
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Here are the four Fins in the Canadian folk tales:
Fin Voleur, “The wise Thief,” is long-handed and has a grasp on objects that are
otherwise unattainable. He is the one who woos, delights, the beautiful young captive
maiden. It is all natural for him to marry the beautiful damsel since he is the one who
embodies the heroic and warlike lover aspect of the four. In the Acadian version of the
tale, he is clearly identified with Ti-Jean.20
Fin Devineur, “The wise Diviner,” the eldest, is the one who sees, knows, and feels
everything. He is the prototype of the primordial sage, the seer, the magician, the
sorcerer. Of the four, in other words, he is the accomplished Druid.
Fin Tireur, “The wise Shooter,” is the sharpest shooter, armed with darts, spears, bows,
and arrows, he kills the terrible hawkish Oiseau Vair, “the spotted bird.” He embodies the
mastery of martial arts. In a similar account, in the Irish cycles of the Red Branch, it is
found the story of Fintan and the Hawk of Achill which also features a spotted bird of
prey.
Fin Ramancheur, “The wise Bonesetter,” is the youngest of the four, and the healer, the
physician doctor. In short, he is the one who remedies, who puts things back into place,
the one who restores order back from chaos.

Tara, woodcut by Rafig Tullou, Revue Kad, ca. 1950.
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The Tuatha Dé Danann and the Four Cities
In Irish myth, for four of the major gods of the pantheon were associated a corresponding
druid master, Semias to the Dagda, Esras to Lugh, Uiscias to Núadu, and Morfesa to the
goddess Tea (also spelled Tia).
And in the opening lines of the Book of the Taking of Ireland, the stage is readily set for
the introduction of the Túatha Dé Danann and their four master poet-seers:
The Túatha Dé Danann were in the northern islands of the world, studying occult lore
and sorcery, druidic arts and witchcraft and magical skill until they surpassed the
sages of the pagan arts.
They studied occult lore and secret knowledge and diabolic arts in four cities: Falias,
Gorias, Murias, and Findias.
From Falias was brought the Stone of Fál which was located in Tara. It used to cry out
beneath every king that would take Ireland.
From Gorias was brought the spear which Lug had. No battle was ever sustained
against it, or against the man who held it in his hand.
From Findias was brought the sword of Núadu. No one ever escaped from it once it
was drawn from its deadly sheath, and no one could resist it.
From Murias was brought the Dagda's cauldron. No company ever went away from it
unsatisfied.
There were four wizards in those four cities. Morfesa was in Falias; Esras was in
Gorias; Uiscias was in Findias; Semias was in Murias. Those are the four poets from
whom the Túatha Dé learned occult lore and secret knowledge.21
In another passage of the Lebor Gabála Érenn, the transcriber questions the identity of the
Tuatha Dé Danann, as to whether they be gods or mortals:
Those are the four poets, with whom the Tuatha De Danann acquired knowledge and
science.
So that they were the Tuatha De Danand who came to Ireland.
Thereafter the Tuatha De Danann came into Ireland.
Their origin is uncertain, whether they were of demons or of men; but it is said that
they were of the progeny of Beothach s. Iarbonel the Giant (sic).22
Again, from the opening lines of The Yellow Book of Lecan, in the section entitled The
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Four Jewels of the Tuatha Dé Danann:
There were four cities in which the Tuatha Dé Danann learnt wisdom and magic, for
wisdom and magic and deviltry were of service to them. These are the names of the
cities: Failias and Findias, Goirias and Murias. From Failias was brought the Lia Fail,
which is at Tara, and which used to cry out under each king who assumed the
sovereignty of Ireland. From Gorias was brought the sword which belonged to Nuada.
From Findias was brought the spear of Lug. And from Murias was brought the
cauldron of the Dagda.
Four wizards were in these cities. Fessus was in Failias, Esrus was in Gorias, Uscias
was in Findias, and Semias was in Murias. From them, the Tuatha Dé Danann learnt
wisdom and knowledge. No battle was maintained against the spear of Lug or against
him who had it in his hand. No-one escaped from the sword of Nuada after lie had
been wounded by it, and when it was drawn from its warlike scabbard, no-one could
resist against him who had it in his hand. Never went an assembly of guests away
unsatisfied from the caldron of the Dagda. And the Lia Fail, which is at Tara, never
spoke except under a king of Ireland.23
The pejorative comment found in the second line and worded as “diabolic arts” is no
doubt a copyist’s gloss for the preceding expression “druidic arts”. Let us note that in
medieval times, the Old Irish term drui, for “druid,” became synonymous with “wizard”
or “sorcerer.” Wizards, of course, existed in Celtic Antiquity, but only as an under-ranked
subclass of the professional druids. And again, the filidh, the “poet,” was the druid’s
clerk.24
And on this subject of sorcery in medieval context, Guyonvarc’h nicely explained it
accordingly:
Indeed, any magic, whatever it is, is initially of religious essence. In other words, it is
not all the religion, let alone all the traditions. Magic is a part – but not the most
important part - of the body of religious practices. But for reasons that it is not in our
competence to examine here, there is no such thing as Christian magic and therefore,
since the end of Antiquity onto the Christian West, all magic is taken in a bad way which, of course, does not prevent it from existing as a residue of previous religions or
traditions. It is in fact almost exclusively the impact of Christianity that has caused, or
at least completed, in Irish hagiographic literature, the so frequent, even generalized,
belittlement of Druidism; thus reduced to magic, then to witchcraft, hence considered
pagan and diabolical.25
Moving on, most evidently, these mythological motifs were necessarily structured
according to the Dumézilian social trifunctional order:
“From Murias was brought the Dagda's cauldron”; there taken to represent the first
clerical social function.
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“From Findias was brought the sword of Núadu”; there representing the second function
warrior’s class.
“From Gorias was brought the spear which Lug had”; as the god of diplomacy, trade, and
commerce, Lugh embodies the tribe, thus the third social class.
“From Falias was brought the Stone of Fál which was located in Tara”; which is to be
taken as the allegory of Sovereignty representing the titular triune goddess of the land
that were Fotla, Banba, and Éire, in the capital of Tara.
To summarize, here is what can be collected from The Four Jewels of the Tuatha Dé
Danann:
Uiscias was in Findias:
(And) Uscias (was) the fair seer of
Findias.
From far-away Findias over the sea
Was brought the deadly spear of Nuada.

Esras was in Gorias:
In Gorias (was) Esrus of keen desires).
The sword in the hand of the nimble Lug
from Gorias (it was procured), -— a
choice of vast riches.

Semias was in Murias:
Semiath (was) in Murias, the fortress of
pinnacles.
From Murias (was conveyed) a huge and
mighty treasure,
The caldron of the Dagda of lofty deeds.

Morfesa was in Falias:
Morfis (was) the poet of Failias itself.
From Failias (came) hither the Lia Fail,
Which shouted under the kings of Ireland.

The ritual objects of the Tuatha Dé Danann were deployed as follows:
- the spear was brought from Findias over the sea,
- the sword was procured from Gorias,
- the cauldron was conveyed from Murias, and
- the stone was moved from Falias.
In this version of the Second Battle of Moytura, the sword is given to Lugh while the
spear is seen in Nuada’s possession. This is probably not the result of some scriptural
confusion but serves to mark the passing of kingship from Nuada onto Lugh. Again the
interchangeability of the roles awarded to the Celtic duo Mars and Mercury.
In turn, each of the fabled cities was located on a celestial island of the same name
positioned in the stars of Pegasus Square which, seen from Earth, culminate on the eve of
Samhain. The following passages from Irish manuscripts and other literary sources
further illustrate this concept of sacred space and geography as it was maintained by the
Goidels of Ireland.
Herewith are more lines from the lay contained in the prose of The Four Jewels of the
Tuatha Dé Danann:
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The Tuatha Dé Danann of the precious jewels,
Where did they find learning?
They came upon perfect wisdom,
in druidism (and) in deviltry.
Fair Iardanel26, a prophet of excellence,
Son of Nemed27, son of Agnoman28,
Had as a foolish offspring the active Beothach29,
Who was a hero of cleaving, full of wonders.
The children of Beothach, - long-lived their fame The host of valiant heroes came,
after sorrow and after great sadness,
to Lochlann with all of their ships.
Four cities, - just their renown They held in sway with great strength.
On this account they passionately made competition
for learning their genuine wisdom.30
From these lines, we learn that the druidical line of the Tuatha Dé Danann Druids
stemmed from a prime seer belonging to the Nemedians called Iardanel, is not Iarbonel.
His original abode or homestead is said to be in Lochlann31.
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Julius Caesar believed that druidism originated in Britain upon learning that the best
training was afforded there. “This institution is supposed to have been devised in Britain,
and to have been brought over from it into Gaul, and now those who desire to gain a
more accurate knowledge of that system generally proceed thither for the purpose of
studying it.”32
On the origins of druidism, Christian Guyonvarc'h, and Françoise Le Roux, in Les
Druides state that:
In fact, the problem of the origin of Druids and Druidism is similar to that of the origin
of the Celtic peoples, and hence, to the Indo-European past:
"The druids claim that a part of the people of the Gauls is indigenous but that the
others came from distant islands and surrounding Rhaetian countries, driven out of
their country by the frequency of wars and the overflowing sea tides.33
On this same topic, Joseph Monard wrote this to me:
The “northern islands” are especially evoked in the Irish mythological cycle, they are
given as the homeland of origin of the Tûatha de Danann immigrant population of
Ireland and who were, as a whole, deified in this mythology. Four of these islands are
also mentioned as the respective residences of four "primordial Druids", therefore
suggesting that they were considered as the founders of druidism.
As already considered, medieval Celtic literature, with its obvious poetic distortions of
older traditions going back to antiquity, is must often much confusing. This is
especially true for researchers who would like to expound these stories in order to
work out a reconstruction of the underlying Celtic proto-history.
On one hand, is the storyteller’s tendency to historicize the myths and on the other, is
the fancy to antiquate by mythicizing history. Also noted are the many inversions of
the expected chronological order of identifiable fragments and of anachronistic
insertions of data, either geographical, historical, or even of a foreign mythical origin.
The initiators of this confusion were initially the bardic poets, then later on, the
medieval clerical transcriptionist compilers. (…)
Alongside the historical data, on the origin of Proto-Celtic migrations to the British
Isles, the majority opinion of prehistorians is to consider that they were first populated
by the Megalith Builders, the Windmill Hill people, so-called for lack of actually
knowing their true ethnic name. All things considered, they believe that this migration
started from what is currently Denmark, Schleswig-Holstein and Lower Saxony.34
Also important to consider is that symbolic geometry is central to the understanding of
sacred numerology and the square in sacred space. This notion of the bidimensional
proportion found in the square was not only expressed with the four corners but also with
the Sovereignty of the land.
On the Indo-European trifunctional aspects of the four circles, Jean Haudry hypothesized
that:
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Unlike the previous period, the ideology of the three functions is based on concerns of
a political nature, and supposes a differentiated and hierarchical society; that the
relations between these functions are hierarchical, and as the trifunctional apologists
note, this hierarchy is essential, thus aiming to underline that the first social function
oversees the two others, while the second outweighs the third.
On the other hand, the cosmic aspects recede in the background since the three
functions are only figuratively at work in the world, and this due to homology between
the world and society. Cosmology has changed - the alternation between the day sky
and the night sky has given way to a fixed sky identified with clouds. It has also
differentiated itself according to the peoples - the earth is placed at the bottom, and
separated from the sky by an intermediate space, or placed between the sky and the
world of the dead. These fixed worlds are horizontally structured according to the four
cardinal points, which define a square space (sometimes applied to the earth), and
vertically marked by a cosmic shaft (post, column, tree), or by a giant or a god.35
And as Jean Haudry surmised in Cosmic Religion, the Indo-European mindset was based
on the Cosmos. Therefore, if one was to look for the exact geographical positioning of the
four fables cities of the Tuatha Dé Danann, one would have to look beyond the physical
realm or earthly plane. And, in looking closer at the esoteric and poetic expressions found
in the lore surrounding the Tuatha Dé Danann, there comes to view a more distinct
cosmological picture. For example, in Whitley Stokes’ translation of the Colloquy of the
Two Sages, there is the following passage which can only be understood by someone
knowledgeable of Greek and Vedic astrology. The chief poet and druid of Emain Macha
questioning his young contender, Néde, asks him from what path he has come. To this,
Néde answers:
Not hard (to say) on the white plain of knowledge, on a king's beard, on a wood of
age, on the back of the ploughing-ox, on the light of a summer-moon, on goodly
cheeses (mast and fruit), on dews of a goddess (corn and milk), on scarcity of corn, on
a ford (?) of fear, on the thighs of a goodly abode.36
In order to decode this riddle, we need to know that “the white plain of Knowledge” is an
ancient allegory for the Milky Way which was also designated as “the Path of the Wise”
by the Vedantist pundit poets. In this context, the “wood of age” can also designate the
constellations of the Zodiacal belt, and in this case, Taurus is “the plowing-ox,” Virgo is
“the goddess,” the “corn,” Spica, the “ford of fear,” an intersection of the Milky Way on
the ecliptic, and “the thighs to a goodly abode” refers to Andromeda in Pegasus Square.
To the same question of “on what path hast thou come?” Ferchetne answers this to Néde
(with Guyovarc’h’s translation added in brackets):
Not hard (to say), on Lugh's horserod (spur), on the breasts of soft women, on the hair
of a wood, on the head of a spear, on a gown of silver, on a chariot-frame without a
tyre (bottom), on a tyre (bottom) without a chariot, on the three ignorances of the Mac
ind Óc.37
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Here, Lugh provokes his horse with a stinger in one hand and a spear in the other while
acrobatically riding a bottomless silver gowned chariot afoot on its chassis. Undoubtedly,
the charioteer is Auriga with Pegasus dashing over it, and the breasts of soft women are
most likely those of the Pleiades fairies. As for the three ignorances of Oengus the Mac
ind Óc, these were the “three days and three nights” referred to in the tales.
Or as Guyonvarc’h noted, one element that ensures the antiquity of this story is the Old
Irish mention of: is e Lug arránic óenach & liathróit & echlaisc, which translates as “it is
Lug who invented the assembly and a (sling) ball and a stinger for horses (Book of
Leinster 2455-2456).”
Also, the ancient Celts did not use a whip to conduct their horses but rather a stinger or
dart-like spur. The mention of Lug is also indicative of authenticity in that the term
Óenach is in reference to Lugnasad created by Lug in honor of his mother Tailtiu while
the sling ball was used in the second battle of Mag Tuired to kill his Fomorian grandfather Balor.

A Gallic Billon Stater of the Redones showing a highly Celticized version of Apollo’s
head with, on the reverse side, a broken chariot with a lost wheel and an androcephalic
depiction of Pegasus. Digital engraving after a photo from the Wildwinds site:
http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/celtic/gaul/redones/i.html.
Back in 1995, and based on indications found in the Irish texts, the French Celtic scholar
and researcher, Joseph Monard, attempted to locate the actual whereabouts of the fabled
insular cities mentioned in the Irish Texts. In doing so, he published a paper in IalonClairière, the Breton druidical studies journal, only to find himself in a mire of doubt and
criticism. The reason being that a majority of the French exegetes viewed the stories
found in the Takings of Ireland as strictly mythological and thus having no true historical
grounding. The task of proving his point was more than a walk in the park, and the
difficulty was twofold: on one hand, the setting of a sound chronology, and on the other,
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identifying the possible geographical location for these mythic sites. In historical terms,
the events surrounding the Tuatha Dé Danann had to have occurred during the archaeohistorical period of the Corded Ware culture otherwise known as the Battle Ax culture
dated from around circa 3000 to 2350 BCE. This early Bronze Age culture, postdating
and overlapping the Bell-beaker Megalithic tomb culture (ca. 3400 – 2800 BCE), was
identifiable to the Proto-Celtic and Proto-Germanic peoples and attested archaeological
sites were indeed located on the actual territories of Atlantic Germany, Denmark, and the
western Baltic.
Monard postulated that the Tuatha Dé Danann were deified ancestors whose origins could
be explained through paleo-history.
Here is the translation of what he wrote to me on this subject:
We know that the (Medieval Irish) storytellers have introduced a number of more or
less pan-Celtic deities into the mythical tale of the Tûatha Dé Danann and of their
adversaries their Fomoire, these being: Bodb, Cichol, Lir, Lugh, Midir, Nuada, Ogma,
and so on (< [Catu]-boddua, Cicolluis, Lero, Lugos, Medros, Nodons, Ogmios, etc.).
They end up euhemerizing all of the Tuatha Dé Danann heroes as gods and demi-gods.
This even suggests that their original name might not have had a theonymic origin.
The lore surrounding the Irish Tuatha Dé Danann, the Greek Daneans, and the Vedic
Dânavas, was reminiscent of an earlier common Indo-European past. These stories
seem to come from a much older stratum of myths and, therefore, could indicate a
common IE theme. In Greek mythology, the Daneans were the children of Danaos, son
of the god Belos and Anchimhoe. At the time of the Trojan War, all of the Hellenic
peoples identified themselves as Daneans, and hence as descendants of Poseidon
through Belos and Danaos. According to the Rig Veda, Dânu was the mother of the
Dânavas, a legendary race of demons predating the Manavas, the children of Manu,
the first mortal man. I (Monard) think that the Dé Danann, the Greek Danaans, and the
Egyptian Denen are all one of the same. The Denen after having raided Egypt were
forced back on to Cyprus and became known as the Dnan. As the Danuna, they
contributed to the fall of the Hittite empire. Then, as the Danaoi, they mingle with the
Achaeans and lead them into the battle of Troy. The apprehensions of Laokoôn were
expressed thus, one thousand years later: "Timeo Danaos et dona ferentes.38
The Vedic scholar, David Frawley, also questioned as to whether the Danavas of the Vedas
were of a divine or human nature.
On page 237 of The Rig Veda and the History of India, we read:
Danu and Danava occur in Vedic literature, mainly as negative terms associated with
Vritra, the great enemy of Indra, the leader of the Gods. In the main Rigvedic myth,
Indra slays the dragon, Ahi-Vritra, who lies at the foot of the mountain withholding the
waters, and releases the seven rivers to flow into the sea. Ahi is called Danu (RV II.
12.11; IV. 30.7). Vritra is called Danava, meaning a son of Danu, and is a serpent. (…)
In the Yajur Veda (TS II. 4.12; II. 5.1), Tvashtar’ son Vishvarupa is also called Vritra and
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is the purohit (chief priest) of the Gods and cousin of the Asuras. In the Brahmanas,
Vishvarupa/Vritra is the son of Danu and Danayu, the names of his mother and father
(SB I. 6.3.1, 8, 9) Vritra is Vishvarupa, the son of the God Tvashtar and of the Goddess
Danu.
And on page 240, Frawley goes on to explain that:
Such terms as Danavas, Daityas, Dasus, Rakshasas, and Asuras eventually became
synonyms and could stand for any group of inimical people.
And finally:
The Maruts are the most connected to dānu of the Vedic Gods. They are frequently
called sudānu (sudānava), good to give or good (su) dānus. The Vishvedevas or
universal gods, which include groups like the Maruts, are called sudānava (RV I. 106.16), making the Gods of the Earth (Vasus), Atmosphere (Maruts), and Heaven (Adityas),
all sudānavas.”39
What is exposed here by Frawley is a universal Indo-European theme common not only
to the eastern Aryanic traditions, but also the western Danean ones.
That is, the Devas and Asuras of the Vedas, correspond to the Vanir and the Aesir of the
Scandinavians, or to the Irish Tuatha Dé Danann and the Fomoire, and were two
conflicting races of deities. But again, Frawley also states that these opposing groups
could have consisted of “any group of inimical people.” This falls in line with Monard’s
views on the Dananns as an early ethnic group of the Proto-Indo-Europeans.
Also of interest, was the mention in the Vedic hymns of two races of primordial
ancestors: the Danavas proper and the Sudanavas, “the good Danavas.”
Map of the Ancient Celtic World
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To summarize, here is how Monard explains the early penetration of the Danubian IndoEuropeans into Northwestern Europe:
- It seems that they were, along with others such as the Lusacians, of mixed ProtoIllyrian and Proto-Celtic origin and who at that time were hardly distinguishable.
- It also seems likely that they were detrimental in the Indo-Europeanisation of their
Hyperborean Proto-Finish neighbours of the North Baltic who eventually became
the Germanic speakers.
- This explains why these Peoples of the Sea were labelled "Atlantean" by Plato. In
fact, the geographers of Antiquity maintained that Cape Skagen in Denmark was
called Celtica Lytarmis. Henceforth, the Proto-Celtic ancestors to the Goidels came
from Denmark.
And in this letter, Monard (dated 1995) added the following:
According to Jûrgen Spanuth (in Das enträtselte Atlantis), their capital was situated
around the island of Heligoland. This nibbled isle formerly being the location of its
higher town, later called Hertha by the Germanic people. Plato (in Kritias, 115) named
this “Atlantean” capital Basileia, which in Greek means “the royal center.” The
homeland of these Prest (Frst or Prsht in the Egyptian hieroglyphs, and latter
Germanized as Frisir) was protected along the shore by an ocean-front dune bank, now
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washed away through the actions of the rough seas. The residual remnants of this
coastline are now formed by the three broken chains of the Frisian Islands: the western
islands of Texel / Tessel and Rottumeroog, the northern banks of the Netherlands, the
eastern islands of Borkum and Wangerooge, and on to the coast of Germany with
Ostfriesland, on to the north from Amrun, Sylt, and Fanø, then on to the west of
Schleswig Germany and Jutland Denmark.
The elite of the Venetic league described by Caesar in De Bello Gallico consisted of
the most powerful and influential Gallic nations which included the Belgians, the
Britons, and the Goidels. In the Book of Takings of Ireland, they are justly enumerated
as follows: the Fir Bolg, the Fir Gallion, the Fir Domnann, all falling under the
leadership of the Dananns.
After four centuries of the Sea Peoples’ ventures onto the eastern Mediterranean
islands and coastal shores, and at the end of a long war, the Cimmerian kingdoms of
Crimea and Asia Minor were overwhelmed by the Scythes and were swept out of
Crimea and the Pontic territories. We know from a thorough study by the Romanian
epigraphist-historian Vasile Pârvan (b. 1882 – d. 1927) that the great part of the
Cimmerian nation moved up the Danube valley and its tributaries. The Cimmerians,
merging with the Illyrians, contributed largely to the development of the Proto-Celtic
Hallstatt Iron Age culture (ca. 800–450 BCE). Having leadership in the equestrian
warriors’ class, their mobility led them into the great Hungarian plain, further beyond
the Danube, and around the Alps into the Po River valley of Italy. A good part of the
contingent reached the North Sea and settled into Jutland, which was to become
Cimbria, then depopulated after the Danann departure for the British Isles and Ireland.
The Danish peninsula became known as Kimmérikè Khersonnèsos by the Greeks and
translated by the Romas as Chersonnesus Cimbrica. There, they ruled over the
remaining Germanized Danunai, the Danir and this coalition became the Cimroi, and
Latinized as the Cimbri, due to a Celtic pun on Cimroi “racketeers, extortionists,” and
their true name, the Cimmerioi.
And in much more prosaic terms, The Yellow Book of Lecan, The Four Jewels of the
Tuatha Dé Danann, goes on to describe how the Tuatha Dé Danann arrived in Ireland:
Some of the historians, indeed, say that the Tuatha Dé Danann came to Ireland in a
cloud of mist. But this is not so; for they came in a great fleet of ships, and after
arriving in Ireland, they burnt all of their vessels. And from the cloud of mist that
arose from them, some said that they came in a cloud of mist. This, however, is not
true; for these are the two reasons why they burnt their boats: that the race of the
Fomorians might not find them in order to prey upon them, and that Lug might not
come in order to contend against Nuada for the sovereignty.40
Again from The Four Jewels of the Tuatha Dé Danann, there is the mention of the
“Children of Beothach who came to Lochlann with all of their ships”.
These descendants of Beothach could very well have belonged to a contingent of the
Venetic league.
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In the same letter, Joseph Monard had this to say on the Venetic Mariners:
Identified by Caesar as a Gaulish maritime nation, the Uenetoi of the Atlantic coast
was the Celticized unit of a maritime diaspora. They adopted the Celtic idiom as a
koiné and absorbed into the culture at the time of the late La Tène historical period.
They operated in the Irish Sea, in the Adriatic, and in Black seas as well. And of
course, Veneti was the Latin spelling for the Celtic Uenetoi mentioned by Caesar in his
Gallic War Commentaries (BG II & III) were the leading component of the Armorican
confederacy. Their country is now called Bro Gwened in Breton and Vanetais in
French. At the time of the struggle of the Britons against the Anglo-Saxon invaders,
there was a little western kingdom named Uenedotia, which was most likely another
outpost of the Uenetoi. The British nations, known as the Combroges (Cymri
“compatriots”), cornered into Wales and Cornwall were aided by the Venetic fleet to
resettle in Armorica. The Brythonic name of Uenedotia gradually morphed into the
Welsh Gwynned which is exactly the same as with the Breton Gwened.

The Four Cities
The symbolism of the Four Cities

Northwest (Air)

Northeast (Earth)

City:
Findias < Uindia
“The splendid, the white;”

City:
Gorias < Goria
“The garden enclosure, the warm;”

Master:
Uscias / Uiscias < Udescios

Master:
Esrus, Esras < Esdrios / Esdratis

Southwest (Water)

Southeast (Fire)
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City:
Murias < Moria
“The sea, the great;”

City:
Falias < Ualia
“The mighty, the bad, of the stone ledge.”

Master:
Semias > Semios / Semiatis

Master:
Morfesa < Marouesos, or Morias < Morios /
Moriatos,“of the sea”

North-East
“The Tuatha Dé Danann were from the islands north of the World.” And according to the
Book of Lecan, a band of the people of Beothach, “the lively one,” after much hardship in
Ireland, left for the northeast and landed in Scandinavia. “There they learned the science
of prophecy, druidism, witchcraft, and the knowledge of every poetic art that was in the
world, and thence they went into Greece. After the mastery of many trades, they came
from there toward Ireland in the footsteps of their fathers and of their grandfathers and in
respect to their origin these were Túatha Dé Danann.”

South-East
“Out of Falias was brought the Stone of Fal which was in Tara (to the East).” To the
southeast lies the Island of the Mighty, which was the poetic name of Britain. The most
powerful of Britons were to the south. “But as regards now the thirty warriors of Nemed’s
descendants who escaped, they divided Ireland into three parts. These were the three
leaders which they had: Beothach mac Iarboineoil namely, the prophet meic Nemid and
Semon mac Sdairn meic Nemid and Britan Mæl mac Fergusa Lethdeirg meic Nemid.”41
Britan, a Nemedian fled from Ireland after being defeated by the Fomorians and resettled
on the island of Britain.

West, South-West
“Out of Murias, the great fortress was shipped to Ireland a huge and powerful treasure,
which was the cauldron of Dagda. No one who eats from it is left unsatisfied.” The
Morini, “the "maritime people,” were a tribe of the Belgian coast. Lugh arrives at Tara
from the West during the first battle of Magh Tuired. To the South West, was situated
Tech Duinn, the house of Donn, Lord of the Dead.
“The first man of the seed of tuneful Bregon belonging to them, who died in great
Ireland, was Dond, son of Mil, setting aside Ir, from whom is the name of Tech Duinn of
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retainers.” 42 And to the west was the island of Emain Abhlach ruled by Manannan Mac
Lir. The island, on which was an orchard which was said to be off of the coast of Alba, to
the west of Scotland. According to the Irish Immram Brain, a tale of the fabulous sea
voyages of Bran, while in Emain Ablach, a beautiful fairy gives him a silver apple
blossomed branch.

North-West
“Out of Findias that was brought the sword of Nuada.” Nuada Argetlám was high-king of
Ireland and ruler of the Tuatha Dé Danann. He lost his hand during the first battle of
Magh Tuireadh which was fought against the Fir Bolg and had a silver one made by the
godly physician Dian Cécht.
“After Bres, Nuada was again in sovereignty over the Tuath Dé. At that time he held for
the Tuath Dé a mighty feast at Tara.”43

East, North-East
“Out of Gorias was brought the spear that Lugh had.” Lugh was the son of Cian and of
Balor’s daughter Ethlinn. This made him half Dé Danann and half Fomorian, thus, part
god and part titan.
“Now the Tuatha Dé made an alliance with the Fomorians, and Balor, grandson of Nét,
gave his daughter Ethne to Cian son of Dian Cecht, and she brought forth the gifted child,
even Lugh.”44
As a reminder, this mythologizing of the world was not unique to the Celts and was
maintained on the other Indo-European horizons. Following Greek mythology, Colchis
was the fabled land of the east, Ethiopia was to the south, the Hesperides, or Elysium
fields, were seen as islands located at the western end of the Earth, and of course,
Hyperborea or Arcadia was positioned to the north. In an orchard of the blessed islands of
the Hesperides where the sun sets, there blossomed the golden apples guarded by the
hundred-headed dragon Ladon, son of the titan Typhon and the nymph Echidna. And the
setting sun was poeticized as a golden apple. The kingdom of the Titan Atlas was found
by the Hesperides, sometimes counted as four, and often seven. In Germanic myths, the
world tree, Yggdrasil, was rooted in the north of the world and its roots spread into the
earth in all directions. Three of its roots reach the worlds of Ásgard, Midgard, and
Niflheim. In the Poetic Eddas, the golden apples of the goddess Iđun restored youth and
granted longevity.
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The Four Druid-Masters, artwork by Serj Pinault, Ialon Cliarière bulletin, ca. 1980.

The Four Druid-Masters
Much more than a mere Irish Medieval fancy, the Four Masters, or seers, theme matches
a much older Indo-European myth. When comparing the myths, the reconstructed Old
Celtic framework does indeed weave an elegant tapestry.
As above mentioned, the Petrocores, or Petrocorii, were a Gaulish nation of Dordogne
which became the old French province of Perigord. The name derives from the Old Celtic
roots petro-/petru- “four,” and coros “circle, circuit.” The four circuits is a fitting analogy
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for the Milky Way galaxy.
In Roman Gaul, a college of four elected masters was referred to as petruuiroi, the fourth
man being the petruuiros, which was instituted from the imperial Roman quatuorviri, a
foursome of senators. In all accounts, the four seers make their way through the heavens
on route to the stars of the Septentrion by means of the Milky Way track. The Druid-poets
of the Irish texts can be likened to the four Kumaras of Vedic literature or as mentioned,
to the four Roman senators.
As with the Vedic Siddhesvaras poet-seers, they represent the acme of scholarship. The
four Kumaras, much like the Four Sages were born with innate wisdom. In that they were
born from out of the mind of Brahma, they embodied the potentiality of being and each
of the four major teachings of Vedic wisdom. Forever young, they know neither fatigue,
nor laziness, nor cowardice. They travel steadfastly by foot along the sidereal paths of the
Milky Way without the assistance of the solar vehicle.
In the journeying through the Northern stars, these celestial sages are engaged in all
forms of yogic practice. In turn, they act as educators of the legendary prime masters,
Narada and Prithu.
They were named as follows: Kumara Sanaka, “the youth elder,” Kumara Sanandana,
“the youth filled with joy,” Sanatana Kumara, “the eternal youth,” and Sanatkumara,
"forever young." In the fifth chant of the Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam, it is written that the four
Kumaras always presented themselves as youths.
I offer my respectful obediances unto the great personalities, whether they walk on the
earth’s surface as children, young boys, avadhūtas or great brāhmaņas. Even if they are
hidden under different guises, I offer my respects to all of them. By their mercy, may
there be good fortune in the royal dynasties that are always offending them.45
And in the Purport, for this verse, he goes on to comment: “The four Kumaras46 walked
everywhere in the guise of five-year-old boys, and similarly there are many brāhmaņas,
knowers of Brahman, who traverse the globe either as young men, children or avadhūtas.
Being puffed up due to their position, the royal dynasties generally offend these great
personalities."
This statement brings us closer to the Greek Kouroi47, pubescent boys who had their
foreheads tonsured while initiated into the rites of the Apellaia48 brotherhood of Apollo,
he being the megistos Kouros, the major youth.
The Irish texts do not describe the Four Masters as children, nor adolescents, but
nevertheless does not give them as adults with wives or children neither. They do,
however, in agreement with Swami Prabhupāda and the Brahmans, travel the world as
great seers and prime initiators of the people of the Goddess Danu.
In the three first verses of the Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam, Fourth Canto, Twenty-second
Chapter, we have this passage entitled Pṛthu Mahārāja’s Meeting with the Four
Kumaras:
1. The great sage Maitreya said: While the citizens were thus praying to the most
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powerful King Pṛthu, the four Kumāras, who was as bright as the sun, arrived on the
spot.
2. Seeing the glowing effulgence of the four Kumāras, the masters of all mystic Power,
the King, and his associates could recognize them as they descended from the sky.
3. Seeing the four Kumāras, Pṛthu Mahārāja was greatly anxious to receive them.
Therefore the King, with all his officers, very hastily got up, as anxiously as a
conditioned soul whose senses are immediately attracted by the modes of material
nature.49
The Four Masters are therefore similar to the four Kumaras of the Vedic and Puranic
scriptures where they are qualified as Siddhesvaras. The Siddhesvaras were extremely
learned, seers and visionary poets.
The four Kumaras were born wise and were projections of the mind of Brahmà. Much
like the four Masters, They embody the potentiality of being and each of the four major
ways of Vedic wisdom. Eternally young, they do not show fatigue, nor laziness, nor
cowardice. Without any vehicle, they diligently trek along the paths of the Milky Way
and along the heavenly paths of the sages indulging in all forms of yogism.
They instruct the legendary sages Prithu and Narada. These are Kumara Sanaka,
"the young elder," Kumara Sanandana, "overjoyed", Kumara Sanatana,
"the young Lord," "the Seneschal," and Sanatkumara, "eternally young." And
as with the Greek gods, the Kumaras had a residence in the stars.
The Seven Seers
The four Masters should not be confused with the seven seers who couple with the
Pleiadean fairies.
The Pleiades, called “the Seven Sisters,” embodied the Fate Fairy consorts of the “Seven
Seers,” of the Septentrion. The Scandinavians simply called them the Sjaustiarnar, “the
seven stars.” The seven seers of the North (Septentriones in Latin, and Sanskrit
Saptarishaya5 or Sextanðirionesin Old Celtic) were the seven prime seer princes who
lived in the stars of the northern region which comprised of the stars of the constellation
of Ursa Minor.
However, their personal names do compare to some of the prime seers, the three
Nemedian, as well as the four Danann, druid-masters. Let us also note that these names
also compare well to many of the ones given by Néde in his line of initiators.
Comparative Table of the Seven Seers, Vedic and Celtic myths
Vedic
1- Gautama or Marìci
2- Bharadvàja or Angiras
3- Visvâmitra or Pulaha
4- Jamadagni or Kratu
5- Vasistha or Pulastya

Celtic
1- Fios / Fis
2- Fochmarc
3- Eolas
4- Ferann
5- Fors
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6- Kasyapa or Bhrgu

6- Anind

7- Atri or Daksa

7- Finn / Find / Fionn

Etymologies for the Irish Gaelic names:
1. Fios / Fis < Uesos, “the knowing, learned;”
2. Fochmarc < Uocomarcos, “the research;”
3. Eolas < Eulaxsos / Sulaxsos, “the expert;”
4. Ferann < Uirionos, “the truthful, the fair;”
5. Fors < Uoros, “the wise;”
6. Anind < Andiendos, “the super great, the famous;”
7. Fionn / Finn / Find < Uindonos “the splendid, the white” / Uindosenos, “the splendid or
white-elder.”

The Four Divisions of the Cosmos
The cosmographical idea of four regions of the sky seen as islands is also present in
Hindu literature. The divisions of the world called Maha-dvipas, “Great Islands,” in
Sanskrit, are named as follows in the Mahabharata and other Puranic texts: Bhadrasva,
Ketu-màla, Jambu-dvipa, and Uttarah Kuravah. Not surprisingly, the Sanskrit name for
“island, land division,” was dvipa50. These islands were believed to surround mount Meru
in concentric connecting seas. This representation reminds of Plato’s description of
Atlantis.
The planetary system known as Bhu-mandala resembles a lotus flower, and its seven
islands resemble the whorl of that flower. The length and breadth of the island known as
Jambudvipa, which is situated in the middle of the whorl, are one million yojanas [eight
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million miles]. Jambudvipa is round like the leaf of a lotus flower.
Herewith, is a Description of Jambudvipa: Srimad-Bhagavatam, Fifth Canto, and
Chapter Sixteen, translated by Swami Prabhupāda.
So, according to the Mahabharata, the Markandeya Purana, and the Brahmanda Purana,
the world is basically divided into four cosmological regions:
-

Bhadrasva51 or Virat-deha, qualified as the “land of the blessed, of the fortunate,
lucky, prosperous, happy, graceful, kind, beautiful, dear and pleasant,” is the
Eastern division. It is also the name of a mythical lake and of the Celestial Ganges
that crosses it from the northern summit of Mount Meru flowing into the plain of
Uttarakuru and into the Northern Sea. This island is shaped like a crescent and has
the color of brilliant light. Its fair and golden-haired inhabitants are said to be
generous, beautiful and virtuous. Its outline is estimated at 9000 leagues and is
comparable to the Greek land of Colchis or to the Irish Murias.

-

Ketu-māla52 or Godhana53, the “land of light,” is bright in appearance, rich in
cattle, and located to the west. It is the land of lofty eminent people endowed with
judgment, discernment, and intellect. Ketu in astronomy is a shooting star, a
comet and in astrology the descending South lunar node, the tail of the Dragon.
The West Island has the shape of a red disc. In the middle is a lake with grazing
herds of horses and its diameter is estimated at 8000 leagues in circumference. Its
prosperous inhabitants have red copper skin and are beef eaters. It is comparable
to the Greek Hesperides and to the Irish Gorias.

-

Jambu-dvipa54, the “land of the apple-rose,” is the division of the South, and is
also called Dakshinahâkuravah, the “southern country.” It is the most central of
the islands surrounding Mount Meru. It is subdivided into ten regions. Jambu is
also the name of the mythical river, Jambûnadî, made from the fruit juices of the
fabulous Jambu (rose-apple tree) crowning Mount Meru and is one of the poetic
names for the Indian subcontinent. It has a triangular or pear shape land mass and
has the color of the bright blue sky. This land is rich and poor, good and bad, at
the same time and is endowed with magnificent palaces. The surface of the
smallest of the divisions is estimated with an area of 7000 leagues. It is
comparable to the mythical Ethiopia (not to confuse with the present African
country) of the Greeks or the Falias of the Irish.

-

Uttarah Kuravah55 is the land of the Kuru race or people of the North and is the
most northern of the four great islands. It is situated beyond the Himalayas and is
described as the land of endless happiness and home country of the Aryan peoples
and their first sages. Kuru is also the name of the ancestral figures of the
Pandavas, Pandu and Dhritarashtra. It is square in shape and green in color. Its
inhabitants are cavalier warriors and raise herds of horses and cattle. In the land of
the Uttarah Kuru, the trees are rich in fruit and upon their death, after a long and
prosperous life, the spirits of these northerners, haunt the trees of the forest. It is
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the largest of the islands and is estimated at 10,000 leagues in width. It is
comparable to the Hyperborea or Arcadia of the Greeks and the Findias of the
Irish.

The “Buddha” of Oseburg, Irish enameled bronze piece from the ninth century CE. A booty found
in a Viking burial ship at Miklebostad, Norway. Author’s drawing from a photo of the Bergen
Museum.

On the Foursome versus the Trinity
In India, devotions to a specific manifestation of the Trimurti, or “Trinity,” are codified
following traditional teachings transmitted from one guru, or master-teacher, to another.
These disciplinary lines are namely: Vaishnavism, the cults to Vishnu and his Avatars
such as Krishna, and which includes the Sanaka-sampradaya, also known as Nimbarkas;
Shaivism, the cults to Shiva; and Shaktism, the cults to the sovereign Goddess Shakti. We
can also guess, through Greek writings and Gallo-Roman epigraphy, that in Gaul, the
triune Godhead, the Supreme Being, Gutton Uxellimon, was also known as Trianipos, the
“triple faced.” In the Irish texts, the Godhead was declined as accordingly:
the Dagda, Ruadh Rofessa, and Eochaidh.
In his War Commentaries, Caesar informs us that the Gaulish order of devotion in
importance went as follows: Mercury, Apollo, Mars, Jupiter (= Dis Pater), and Minerva.
He also noted that the Druids went under the authority of Dis Pater. This falls in line with
the Hindu categorization. As with the Four Masters of the Goddess Danu of the Irish
texts, the Puranic Kumaras were also tied to the first social priestly class.
According to the Bhavishva Purana, Nimbarka Bhagavan lived 5000 years ago in India.
A date which places us right back into the Bell-beaker Megalithic tomb culture of
Northern Europe (3000 years BCE). The texts reveal that Nimbarka was active at least
fifty years before the coming of Sankarāchārya. Tradition has it that Nimbarka was the
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main Acharya (guru teacher) of the line of the Kumāras, and, thus, this order was referred
to as the Nimbarka Sampradaya, also known as the Kumara Sampradaya, the Hamsa
Sampradaya, the Sanakadi Sampradaya, and the Devarshi Sampradaya. That is, Sri
Nimbarka had been initiated into the teachings by Narada Muni that Sri Hamsa had
propounded. Nimbarka had four eminent disciples these being: Gauramukhacharya,
Audumbaracharya, Laksmana Bhatta, and Sri Srinivasacharya. There are still currently
active ashrams in Vrindavan such as the Notably, the Kathiya Baba Ashrama.56
Again, needless to insist on the belief that these seers were said to reside in the stars of
the Septentrion. This explains the expression “the glowing effulgence of the four
Kumāras” as Swami Prabhupāda translated it into English.
And indeed, the Septentriones, the seven Nordic rulers of Roman mythology, were also
referred to as the Boves Icarii, the “bulls of Icarus,” identifiable to the stars of Ursa
Major.
Four wizards (ie. druids) there were in those four cities. Mór-fesae was in Falias: Esras
was in Gorias: Uscias was in Findias: Semias was in Murias. Those are the four poets
of whom the Tuatha Dé learned lore and science.57
Let us note that Esras went by another name, Urias of noble nature, and who also resided
in the city of Gorias.

The Druid-Master Morfesa

Morfis of Faillias
Morfesa, Morfis < Marouesos, “of great knowledge,” also called Morias < Morios /
Moriatos, “of the sea, maritime,” and Fessus / Fios/Fius < Uesos, “knowing,
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knowledgeable, he who knows.”
Falias, Failias, genitive case of Ualia, “power, authority, skill.” Falias < Ualiassos,
Markab, the delta star of Pegasus.
No doubt that Ualia is a pun on balia, “village people,” and aballia, “wild apple-orchard,”
the name of the mythical islands of the West: Ynys Afallach (Inicia Aballaci, “island of
the apple-orchard”), that were, Avalon in Welsh and in Irish, Emain Ablach.

The Druid-Master Esras

Esrus or Urias of Goirias
Esrus, Esras < Esdrios / Esdratis, “who has the way, the means;” Urias < Urios, “of
purity, freshness,” also Urus < Uros, “pure, original, fresh;” and puns with: Uros, “wild
bull,” Ur / Uron, “fire.”
Goirias, Gorias, genitive of Goria, “hot;” puns: Gortia, “enclosure,” Garria, “green oak.”
Gorias < Goriassos, Algenib, the epsilon star of Pegasus.
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The Druid-Master Semias

Semias of Murias
Semias > Semios / Semiatis, “the capricious, the frivolous, the thin one.”
Murias, Morias, genitive of Moria, “the sea,” Murias < Moriassos, Scheat the star beta
Pegasus, and punning with muria, “brine.”

The Druid-Master Uiscias
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Uiscias of Findias
Uscias / Uiscias < Udescios / Udesciatis, “aqueous,” presumably from Uescios,
“dressed,” if not Uisucios, “respectable, insightful,” or in wordplay: “cock raven,” the
context, however, also suggests: Uiscimos, “petulant;” and who was also called Arias,
from Arios < Areios / Areanos, “free man, landowner.” Also called Arias < Arios / Ariats,
“the free man, the landowner, the landlord;”
Findias, Finias, genitive of Uindia, “of brightness, of splendor, of beauty, the gorgeous,
the white.” Findias < Uindiassos, Sirrah, the alpha star of Andromedae.

The four corners and the Irish poet-masters with the ritual objects taken from the fabled cities. Author’s
drawing, 1998.

The Four Sacred Objects of the Tuatha Dé Danann
The Fal Stone
“It cried at every king who took Ireland.”
The Stone of Fal, or Stone of Destiny, was the symbol of earthly sovereignty and of
divine kingship. The Stone of Destiny, that is to say, Lia Fail < Licca Ualeios, for "slab of
might;" Fotla < uo-tala, literally means the “under-stone,” the foundation stone, the hard
base, the footing, understood as the foundation stone of the Sovereign sacred royal power.
It can also be taken for the sanctuary’s offertory fire-stone. As a fire-stone, in line with
the midday sun in the sanctuary, it contains and retains the heat of the hearth fire. In
esoteric terms, it also symbolizes the fire of inner being, the live-fire of the inner sun.
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The Spear
“Never a battle was engaged against the man who held it in hand.”
Much like a solar ray, this spear had the distinction of blinding those who gazed at it. It is
an allegory of the three rays of the sun projected down into the world. The sunbeams
radiate as the sun travels from east to west only to project upwards as the evening sun
disappears beyond the horizon only to reappear again the next morning. Made of the
wood of the sacred yew and tipped with shiny metal, it inevitably reaches its target only
to return in the thrower's hand. And its possessor was none other but Lugh the Longhanded. In short, it represents light beams traversing the night sky on way to the earth.
The Cauldron
“No troop left from the cauldron unsatisfied.”
The cauldron was the most valued object from the four fabled cities of the Tuatha Dé
Danann. As for choice possession of the Dagda, it was deemed the most sacred. It was
seen as the instrument of the material transformation involving all of the elements, earth,
fire, water, and air. And as for all of the other containers, the cup, the vase, the crater or
the mixing bowl, it was regarded as the matrix, the womb of the mother goddess.
Likewise, the Dagda’s club was the symbol of temporal regulation, hence representing
the phallus.
The Sword
“Nobody escaped it when it was drawn from Bodb’s sheath.”
Much like the other objects brought from the four cities, such as the stone and the
cauldron, the sword also had symbolical and cosmological qualities. Forged in the kiln of
the Dé Danann smith-god Goibniu, the sword could only be held by the ruler of the gods.
It, therefore, represents righteous rule and godly judgment. Once quenched, it becomes as
hard as truth and as cutting as the cold north wind. It is here self-evident that the blade is
Nuada’s phallus and that the sheath is Bodb’s vagina. The goddess Bodb is the allegory of
divine sovereignty, while Nuada embodies royal power.
In Irish cosmology, each of the four stars forming the square is one of the four mythical
northern cities of the world ruled by a poet-seer.
Uiscias (< Uesciatis or
Uindiassos)
Semias (< Semiuis,
Semiatis or Moriassos)
Morfesa (< Marouesos or
Ualiassos)
Esras (< Uros Esdratis or
Goriassos)

From the city of Findias (Uindia)

The star Sirrah

From the city of Morias (Moria)

The star Scheat

From the city of Fallias (Ualia)

The star Markabet

From the city of Gorias (Goria /
Gortia)

The star Algenib

On the advent of the equinoxes and solstices during the seasonal cycles, these druid-poets
were posted at each of the four corners overlooking world affairs. They were later displaced
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by the four Evangelists.
The Welsh names for the annual solar positions along with their etymologies:
Alban Arthan < Artuana Alba, “the hard top stone,” the winter solstice;
Alban Eilir < Elaris Alba “the lively summit,” the spring equinox;
Alban Heruin < Eruina Alba, "the agrarian summit," the summer solstice; and
Alban Elfed < Eluetias Alba, “the autumn summit, fall, the autumnal equinox.”
In pre-Christian times, as for today with the teachings of the neo-druidical Welsh
Gorsedd, the solar stations were not considered as popular celebrations along the lines of
the traditional fire festivals of Samhain, Imbolc, Beltaine, and Lughnasadh. Monard
suggests that they were rather marked as days of commemoration falling under the
protection of the Four Masters. This was also proposed by certain Breton researchers.
Since the druids were the masters of the elements, it is only fitting that each of the Four
Masters controls an element. Understandably, the prime druidical element is fire, then
followed by wind, mist, and air. Earth and water were traditionally awarded to the
sovereign Goddess.
On the advent of the second battle of Mag Tuired, Lugh asked the druids of the Tuatha Dé
Danann what power they would bring up against the Fomorians, this is what they
answered him:
“And you, druids,” said Lug, “what power?”
“Not hard to say,” said the druids. “We will bring showers of fire upon the faces of the
Fomoire so that they cannot look up, and the warriors contending with them can use
their force to kill them.”58

On a final note, details concerning the Four Masters are very sketchy and these legendary
characters do not reappear elsewhere in the second battle of Mag Tuired where druids
come into play. The questions that arise are as to what the teachings of these Danann
druid-masters were and as to what was their devotional focus?
Again, the one document we have concerning the Danann druids is contained in the Book
of Leinster in a section referred to as Imcallam in da Thurad and translated as “The
Colloquy of the Two Sages.”
Henceforth, in one of the passages of the manuscript [24250, 24255], probably a gloss, it
is stated in Old Irish that:
Loc tra dond immacallaimsea Emain Macha. Amser dano di
amser Conchobuir meic Nessa. Persa dano Nede mac Adnai de Chonnachtaib. vel is de
Thuathaib De Danand dó amal atbeir féin issind Immacallaim. macsa Dana. Dán
mac Osmenta & c. amp {MS folio 186b} Ferchertne fili. do Ultaib. Tucait a denma .i.
tuignech Adnai do thabairt do Ferchertni ó Meidb & ó Ailill. iar n-éc Adnai. Co
tanic Neide mac Adnaí a hAlpain amal atrubrammar co hEmain co ndessid i cathair
ollaman. co toracht Ferchertne istech & co n-epert ic fascin Nédi.59
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This passage from the manuscript is given in English translation by Whitley Stokes as
reading:
Now the place of this Colloquy is Emain Machae. And the time of it is the time
of Conchobar Mac Nessa. The author, then, is Néde son of Adnae of Connaught - or he
is of the Tuatha Dé Danann, as he says in the Colloquy "I am the son of Dán (Poetry),
Dán son of Osmenad (Scrutiny), etc." and Ferchertne the poet of Ulster. The cause of
composing it is that after Adnae's death his robe was conferred on Ferchertne
by Medb and Ailill. So Adnae's son, Néde, came out of Scotland, (as we have said), to
Emain, and sat on the ollave's chair; and Ferchertne entered the house, and said on
seeing Néde…60
In the Colloquy, the young Néde tells the old Ferchetne that “every sage is a corrective
sage. A sage is the reproach of every ignorant person.”
This to say that the Ulster poet Néde mac Adnai was accredited to belong to a long line of
Danann druids following the teachings of Dán, “Poetry,” and of Osmenad, “Scrutiny,”
and so on. This comes after the old druid Ferchetne questions Néde about his spiritual
father (lines 128 – 139). And thou, O instructing lad, of whom art thou son?
Néde answers:
Not hard (to say): I am son of Poetry, Poetry son of Scrutiny, Scrutiny son of
Meditation, Meditation son of Lore, Lore son of Enquiry, Enquiry son of Investigation,
Investigation son of Great-Knowledge, Great-Knowledge son of Great-Sense, GreatSense son of Understanding, Understanding son of Wisdom, Wisdom, son of the three
gods of Poetry.61
Etymologies of the names of the disciplinary antecedents of Néde
Dan mac Osmenta
Dan < dano / danos, “aptitude, talent;” dannos > danos, “critic, curator, expert judge,
jurist, magistrate;” danus, “gift.”
Osmenta mac Imráti
Osmenta < *ađđomentiu, “scrutiny;” from ad-domentiu, “with an opinion, a thought.”
Imradud mac Rofis
Imradud < *ambirateia, “meditation.”
Rofis mac Fochmairc
Fochmorc < *uocomarcos, research, search for relative associations.” Fochmarc, along
with Eolas (eulacos, “scientist, instructed,” eula, “knowledge, information”) and Fios
(uesos, “who knows,” uesos < uidtus < ueidtos, “knowledge”) was one of Partholon’s
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druids.
Fochmorc mac Rochmairc
Rochmorc < *rocomarcos, “great search, investigation;” comarca, “signal, sign.”
Rochmorc mac Rofessa
Rofis < *rouidtus, “deep knowledge, great understanding.”
Rofis mac Rochuind
Rochond < *rocondo, great sense, reasoning.”
Rochond mac Ergnai
Ergna < argnotos < aregnotos, “foreknowledge, understanding;” prefix are- “near, before,
close,” and gnotos, “known, knowing, a connoisseur.”
Ergna mac Ecnai
Ecna < aithgen- < ategnotos, “well known, wisdom;” from the prefix ate-, “again, very,
truly,” and gnotos.
Ecna mac na trí nDea nDana. na tri dei Dana.
Trí nDea nDana < tri deuoi Danunas, the “three gods of Danu.”
That is, quoting from the rest of the passage:
Ecna mac na trí nDea nDana. na tri dei Dana. tri meic Brigti banfili .i. Brian & Iuchar
& Úar tri meic Bressi meic Eladan & Brigit banfile ingen in Dagdai Móir ríg Herend a
mmathair. & ainm dóside in Ruad Rofessa atberar sund. vel Cermait & Dermait &
Aed.
Brigit banfili ingen Rúaid Rofessa. .i. ainm don Dagda. Ruad Rofessa mac na n-ule
ndana.62
Which in English translates as:
The three sons of Brigit the woman-poet, that is Brian and Iuchar and Úar, the sons of
Bress son of Eladan and Brigit the woman-poet, daughter of the Great Dagda, king of
Ireland (was) their mother. And the name Ruad Rofessa (Red One of Great
Knowledge), is given to him [the Dagda] here, or Cermait, and Díarmuit, and Áed
(fire). Brigit, daughter of Ruad Rofessa that is a name of the Dagda. Ruad Rofessa the
son of all arts that is a son who has all art.
In final conclusion, the Dagda, as the god of the druids, was the Irish equivalent of the
Gallic Dis Pater, Father of dissolution, akin to the Vedic Rudra and Hindu Shiva of moksha.
This affiliation of the Danann druids is also probably indicative of adherence to a dualist
form stemming from theological monism involving two sets of twins distinct from the
Dioscuri who came as female and male siblings.
Footnotes
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1. The Library of History of Diodorus Siculus, Vol. III, 31.1, 2, p.179.
2. Gnosis < gnōsis (γνῶσις), from the PIE root ĝnō-, “to know,” Latin, nōsco < gnōsco,
cf. German, erkenne, “to recognize,” ignōsco, “to have a look, look over, to forgive;” cf.
Old Indian, anuḫjñā-, Old Irish, itar-gninim, asa-gninaim, “sapience,” Gothic, kunnan;
from PIE root *ĝn̥-nǝ-més, “to know,” German, kennen, “to know, to have knowledge
of.”
3. Vidya, from PIE root u̯(e)id-, “to see, to know, have knowledge of,” Latin, videō, ēre, “to see,” from PIE root *u̯(e)idē-, expressed in Latin as scitum est, “is clever,”
Welsh, gwuyd, gwys, “knowledge,” from Proto-Celtic *u̯id-tu-s, also gwyr < *u̯idḫrai;
Old Irish, fis, fiss, “knowledge, wisdom,” Old Irish, rofess, “great knowledge,” English
wisdom, from PIE root *u̯idḫtoḫm, compare also with Old Celtic uidia.
4. In the Book of Revelations (Rev 4:5-11) is found a passage describing four living
entities surrounding the throne of the Almighty, the first creature has the appearance of a
lion, the second resembles an ox, the third is a creature with a human face while the
fourth is an eagle-like flying creature. These creatures also are endowed with six wings
and have multiples eyes all around and inside their heads. This picking up from the Old
Testament (Ezekiel 1:1-14) where it is written that the four living creatures were found in
the midst of an amber fire blown by the north wind. These Biblical accounts in no way
can they explain the Irish theme of the four northern island cities along with their godly
attributes such as the spear, the stone, the cauldron, and the sword… Let alone the four
poet-masters associated with a pagan god. Therefore, these poet-masters cannot have
been an Irish folk version of the four Evangelists. In Adversus Haereses, by St. Irenaeus
of Lyons, 3.11.8 (in ANF, Early Church Fathers, http://www.ccel.org/fathers2/, 1.85455).

5. Book of Taliesin, poem VII, The Hostile Confederacy, published by Mary Jones,
Ancient Texts, URL: http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/ctexts/t07.html
6. Tydain Tad Awen < Toutanos Tatos Auentia, “tribal, national, father of Auentia.”
7. The Raid on the Otherworld The Book of Taliesin XXX, from The Four Ancient Books
of Wales The Raid on the Otherworld, translated by W.F. Skene; published online by
Mary Jones; URL: http://www.ancienttexts.org/library/celtic/ctexts/t30.html.
8. Tûatha Dé Danann, this Old Irish qualifier derives from an earlier *Toutai deuas
Danunas, meaning peoples, nations, tribes of the goddess Danu. Indeed, in the general
sense the nominative etymon touta, plural feminine case toutai, stands for: “community,
ethnic group, or nation,” dé, from deua < deiua, singular genitive deuas, and the feminine
theonym Danu < Danuuia, “impetuous, vehement;” henceforth, the singular genitive
Danunas of Danu, the orthographic variant of the Old Gallic Danonos, which evolved
along the same lines as Brigantia, f. gen. Bigantias / Brigindu, f. gen. Brigindonos.
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9. Pegasus is from the Greek name Pēgasos, “of the spring,” is a folk etymology said to
be from pēgē, a fountain, a spring or a well-fed by a spring, and more especially for
“Ocean springs,” and is a parallel mythonym of the Luwian-Hittite weather-god
Pihaššašši.
10. Hesiod, Theogony, Perseus, Agamemnon, Hom. Od. 9.1, denarius; URL:
http://www.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/text?doc=Perseus:abo:tlg,0020,001:276
11. Espérandieu, Émile, inscriptions antiques, publications de la société historique et
archéologique du Périgord, Musée de Périgueux; author’s English translation of French
original; URL: https://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/bpt6k65241528/texteBrut
12.Cobledulitavus < Cobledulitauos, literally “with the great wolf” and having the
secondary meaning of an expansive rushing flow or great flooding; from co- < com-/con-,
“with,” bleduos < blđuos < blđios > bledio/bledo, “wolf”, suffixed with the adjective
ltau-os/-a/-on, “vast, great, expansive”.
13. Espérandieu, Émile, inscriptions antiques, author’s translation.
14. Duumvir < duo-vir, Latin, the title of a member of a two man commission.
15. Petrucoros, the Gallic name coros, literally for “circle, circumference,” yielded the
term corios which carried the addition notions of “army division, trouper,” and “emblem,
standard, ensign,” henceforth the Petrucorioi were those of the “four standards,” or of the
“four standard-bearers.”
16. Jean Haudry in Les Indo-Européens et leur tradition, section 8, La religion cosmique,
pp. 6-7.
17. Monard, Joseph, in a letter dated September 13, 1995; author’s translation.
18. Boutet, M. G., in Livre de la Voidie et de la Chouennerie, Éditions Edilivres, SaintDenis, 2016.
19. Stokes, Whitley. Cóir Anmann (“Fitness of Names”). Irische Text mit Wörterbuch.
Dritte Serie, 2 Heft. Leipzig: Verlag Von S. Hirzel, 1897. p. 288-411.
20. Ti-Jean, also spelled P’tit-Jean, from petit Jean, “Little John, from the Old French
Jehan, Latin Ioannes, which is the folk version and distortion of the Latinized Gallic
name of the god Esus > Hesus.
21. Quoted from the Lebor Gabála Érenn, Cath Maige Tuired - The Second Battle of
Mag Tuired: Author: [unknown] p.25.
22. Lebor Gabála Érenn: Book of the Taking of Ireland 305 - 306.
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23. The Yellow Book of Lecan, The Four Jewels of the Tuatha Dé Danann,
Quoted from Vernam Hull by Mary Jones, Celtic Literature Collective; URL:
http://maryjones.us/ctexts/jewels.html.
24. Filidh was from the old Celtic root uelis (< uelitas, “visionary, poet”), formerly a
scribe, a druid’s clerk which also included the fàidh (< uatis, “vaccinator, diviner,
prophet, or seer”).
25. Christian-J. Guyonvarc’h in Magie, médecine et divination chez les Celtes, p. 22.
26. Iardanel, the prophet-seer, the name Iardanel is from the compound: Iar-, from the
adjectival prefix isar-os/-a/-on, blessed, hallowed, holy, healthy,” plus danel < bonel <
bona < bonna base, settlement, colony, homestead, abode,” and derivative suffix –alis;
Isarbonalis, “the blessed of the abode”.
27. Nemed < Nemetos, “holy one, saintly.”
28. Agnoman < Agnomanos, compound name from the adjective prefix agno-, agn-os/-a/on, “lively, vivacious and bright,” and manos, “man, human.”
29. Beothach < Biuitacos, “lively, hardy, full of life.”
30. Vernam Hull. The Four Jeweles of the Tuatha Dé Danann, quoted from Mary Jones
on Celtic Literature Collective, URL: http://maryjones.us/ctexts/jewels.html.
31. Lochlann < Loccolanda, a lake of the moor, the flat, fallow land,” which was the
poetical Gaelic name for Scandinavia.
32. Julius Caesar in Gallic War Commentaries, Book VI, 13.
33. Gyuyonvarc’h and Le Roux in Les Druides, p. 305, and quoting Timagenes who
again was quoted by Amelianus Marcellinus XV, 94.
34. Monard in a letter posted from Oraison, France, September 13, 1995, (author’s
translation from French).
35. Haudry in Les Indo-Européens et leur tradition, Les trois fonctions et les quatre
cercles, section 9, pp. 8-9.
36. Colloquy of the Two Sages, Whitley Stokes translator, lines 108 – 118.
37. Colloquy of the Two Sages, Whitley Stokes translator, lines 120 – 127.
38. Monard, letter dated September 13, 1995, (author’s translation from French).
39. David Frawley in The Rig Veda and the History of India, page 243.
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40. Yellow Book of Lecan, (Leabhar Buidhe Lecain), The Four Jewels of the Tuatha Dé
Danann, Vernam Hull translation, 1930.
41. The Invasion of Nemed, Vernam Hull translation, p. 122.
42. Cath Maige Tuired: The Second Battle of Mag Tuired, author unknown, Elizabeth A.
Gray translation.
43. The Second Battle of Moytura, Whitley Stokes translation, p. 75.
44. The Second Battle of Moytura, translated by Whitley Stokes p. 59.
45. The Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam, chapter 13, 23, translated by A.C. Bhaktivedanta Swami
Prabhupāda, p. 457.
46. Kumāra, Sanaka, Sanandana, Sanatkumāra, and Sanatsujāta were the sons of Brahmā
endowed with eternal youthfulness. They are known as the Kumāras.
47. Kouroi, plural of Kouros < kóros < kóro-s, “male youth”, PIE root, *kor-wo-s <
*k'ore-, *k'rē-, “to grow, to raise”.
48. Apellaia / Apellios < apelo-, “strength,” seems related to abhro- (*hebhro-), “strong,
mighty;” also compare with the name of Aphrodite which is again related to
PIE root (enebh-): nebh-, embh-, m̥bh-, “wet, damp; water; clouds;” c.f. Old
Indian abhrá- (*m̥bhros), Avestic awra-.
49. Śrīmad-Bhāgavatam, Fourth Canto, The Creation of the Fourth Order, translated and
commented by Swami Bhaktivedanta Prabhupāda, ŚB 4.22.1.
50. Dvipa, from PIE root du̯oi-, “(divided) in two parts, a division,” dvīpá-, “island, land
divided by water.”
51. Bhadrasva, from bhadrá-ḥ, “joyful, gratifying, lucky, good, nominative “luck,
salvation,” PIE root, bhā̆d-, “good.”
52. Ketu-mala, kētú-, c.m.n. light projection, bright, appearance, image (=
got. haidus), kēta-, c.m.n. “a mark, token, sign,” (s)kāi-, (d-), (t-), shining bright; mala,
from the Old Indian mlā-, “soft, wilted, faded, flaccid, withered,” PIE root
mel- (also smel-), melǝ-: mlē-, mel-d-: ml-ed-, mel-dh-, ml-ēi-: mlī̆-, melǝ-k-: mlāk-, mlēu-: mlū̆-, “to grind, to hit, to fine, to ground.”
53. Godhana, gōdhana-, “cattle possession,” Old Indian gáuḥ, c.f.n., “rother, cattle,” from
the PIE root gʷou-, “cow.”
54. Jambu, “rose-apple,” from PIE root ĝembh-, ĝm̥bh-, “to bite, tooth,” cf.
Lithuanian, žembiù, “cut up;” followed by dvipa, “island.”
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55.Uttarah Kuravah, Old Indian, úttara- “the north, above, hinterland, boreal, northerly,
the Septentrion,” cf. gr. ὕστερος, hysteros, “later, behind, coming after,” from PIE root
ūd-, “upwards, away;” Sanskrit, kuru, “next, before,” that is, the neighbors, a Vedic
people next to the Pandavas, probably from PIE root ker- and k̂er-, “dark, dark-colored,”
also Sanskrit karaṭa-, “oxblood, indigo.” In Indian literature, the Kurus were the rulers of
the Kuru kingdom, and their capital was reportedly at Hastinapur.
56. Shri Nimbarka Sampradaya, Information on the Nimbarka Sampradaya (Vaisnavism)
and Shri Golok Dham Ashram, India; Nimbark.org, URL:
https://nimbarka.wordpress.com/shri-nimbarka-sampradaya/
57. The Second Battle of Moytura, Whitley Stokes translation, CELT online, Cork
College, p. 59.
58. Cath Maige Tuired: The Second Battle of Mag Tuired, Author unknown, translated by
Elizabeth A. Gray p. 55.
59. Book of Leinster, section 10, Immacallam in dá Thúarad, Corpus of Electronic Texts,
Cork University College, p. 816; URL:
https://celt.ucc.ie/published/G800011D/text010.html.
60. Whitley Stokes in Imcallam in da Thurad, The Colloquy of the Two Sages,
Book of Leinster, quoted from Mary Jones, URL:
http://www.maryjones.us/ctexts/colloquy.html.
61. Whitley Stokes in The Colloquy of the Two Sages, p. 825.
62. Idem, Whitley Stokes, p. 825.
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